
Absolutism  [ab-suh-loo-tiz-uh m]   (noun) 

Any theory holding that values, principles, etc., 
are absolute and not relative, dependent, or 
changeable.

What was Paul’s chief complaint with the religious 
leaders in the Jerusalem church?

Point 1, 
______________________________________?

“Individual belief does not alter absolute truth.  
And our culture’s progression toward relativism is 
nothing more than a rejection of the light in favor 
of darkness…Absolute truth is real, and it has 
been revealed in the Bible.” 
   Kurt Bruner “It Starts at Home”

Where can you see confusion and consequences 
in our world today from believing Satan when he 
says,     “Did God Really Say?”

Does it really matter if absolute truth is found in the 
Bible, and if so, is it the enemy of freedom? 

Point 2, 
______________________________________?

Absolutism: “Is Truth Subjective?”   
Galatians 2:1-16.   Part 3 - Corbett Robertson “If you hold to my teaching, you are really my 

disciples. Then you will know the truth, and the 
truth will set you free.”         John 8:31-32

Point 3, 
______________________________________?

“The gospel is the good news that God, who is 
more holy than we can imagine, looked upon 
with compassion, people, who are more sinful 
than we would possibly admit, and sent Jesus into 
history to establish His Kingdom and reconcile 
people and the world to himself. Jesus, whose 
love is more extravagant than we can measure, 
came to sacrificially die for us so that, by His 
death and resurrection, we might gain through 
His grace what the Bible defines as new and 
eternal life.”        Ed Stetzer
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